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Knowledge Collections by IHS Markit enables 
engineers, scientists and other technical 
professionals to make better decisions 
faster at each stage in the project lifecycle. 
Delivered on Engineering Workbench, 
Knowledge Collections provides access to a 
unique collection of authoritative technical 
reference content combined with next-
generation search technology. Companies 
large and small, across industry sectors, 
have adopted Knowledge Collections to 
address the technical challenges impacting 
decision-making in order to grow revenues, 
increase profitability and mitigate risk.

ihsmarkit.com/products/applied-technical-reference.html

Follow us:

A single-source for vetted technical reference content
Improve engineering efficiency with access to a single source for 
essential technical reference content, including 10,000+ eBook titles 
from publishers like Wiley, Springer and McGraw-Hill, along with 
content from more than 20 other IHS Markit publishing partners- 
content not available anywhere else through a single source.

Retain internal knowledge and know-how
Annotate content within the platform with project notes and expert 
commentary to keep knowledge in-house when technical professionals 
change roles or jobs, ensuring new engineers can take advantage of 
prior learnings. The My Workspace feature provides a place to save, 
organize and share research with others in the organization.

A trusted and reliable partner
IHS Markit has been providing content to technical professionals  
for over 55 years, with a history of creating long term relationships  
with critical content partners and providing quality content to 
organizations like yours.

Next-generation search technology
Quickly identify solutions to engineering or technical challenges 
by accelerating decision cycles using applied engineering content 
from the leading industry publishers you trust.

Single-point access to trusted, authoritative  
reference information 
Save time and frustration with access to all technical reference 
content on a single intuitive platform, as opposed to logging  
into multiple content systems.

Ensure user adoption across your organization
Simplify adoption by leveraging a proven platform, built for 
technical professionals by technical professionals, that aligns  
and integrates with your workflows.

Access standards alongside applied engineering  
reference content
Ensure compliance with critical industry standards and apply 
industry best practices using the 1.7 million+ standards in  
IHS Markit Standards Exert with applied engineering documents  
in Knowledge Collections by IHS Markit.

Select online collections that align to your business needs
Ensure access to the critical content that meets the  
requirements of your engineering, research, development  
and scientific teams by customizing your subscription based  
on disciplines or subject areas.

Personalize your workspace to meet your  
information requirements
The flexible workspace is infinitely and easily customizable to 
put the information you need most at your fingertips and keep 
engineers focused, projects on track, and project teams organized.

Simplify your finance and accounting processes
Align your IHS Markit subscriptions to your budgetary cycle with 
pro-rated subscriptions and utilize an enterprise-wide license to 
provide access to all your engineers, regardless of location.

Increase your engineering productivity by up to 30%.
Request more information or trial access to Knowledge Collection by IHS Markit.

http://www.ihsmarkit.com/products/applied-technical-reference.html
https://twitter.com/ihsmarkit?lang=en
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ihsmarkit/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfXvCHeuAzcYIrR8WeHJgSw

